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Local upper estimates for the eigenfunctions of a linear 
differential operator 
V. KOMORNIK 
Dedicated to Professor Karoly Tandori on his 60th birthday 
Let G c R be an arbitrary open interval, «€N, qly ..., q„aL]oc(G). arbitrary 
complex functions, and consider the differential operator 
Lu = 
We recall the definition of the eigenfunctions of higher order: 
Given a complex number A, the function u: G—C, w=0 is called an eigen-
function of order —1 of the operator L with the eigenvalue A. A function u: G^C, 
m^O is called an eigenfunction of order m (w=0 , 1, ...) of the operator L with 
the eigenvalue A if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
— u, together with its first n — l derivatives is absolute continuous on every 
compact subinterval of G; 
— there exists an eigenfunction u* of order m — 1 of the operator L with the 
eigenvalue X such that for almost all x£G 
(1) (Lu) (x) = Xu(x) + u* (x). 
Let u be an eigenfunction of order m (m = 0, ], ...) of the operator L with some 
eigenvalue ?.. Let us index the H-th roots of X such that 
(2) R e ^ S . - . s R e//„. 
It is known (see the references below) that to any compact subinterval K of G there 
exists a constant G—Gm such that 
(3) II «Hi-® S C(1 + max |Re fxp\) || wflLW 
and for [A[ sufficiently large 
(4) l l « ( i ) l k ~ ( K ) ^ C ( l + max ¡ R e | | ( f = 1, . . . , n - l ) . lSpSfl 
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Furthermore, if q ^ ..., q ^ L f ^ G ) for some p€ [ l , then 
(5) II « 1 L"(K) S C(1 + l/ijl)" max |Re//p|)||w|LJ.'(K). 1 apsn 
The constant C does not depend on the choice of u. 
R e m a r k s , (i) If n S 3 then the quantity ^majc |Re ¡ip\ may be replaced by 
= W1 / n : they are equivalent. One can see easily by counterexamples that the 
above estimates are the best possible. 
(ii) The estimates (3), (4), (5) were proved in [3] for the case n = 2 and qt=0 
(see also [2]), in [5] for the case n £ 3 and <h=0; in the general case q ^ O , using 
the results of the paper [5], they were proved in [6] for the case « S 3 and in [7] for 
the case n S 2 . 
The aim of this paper is to show that if we replace the compact interval K on 
the right side of the estimates (3), (4), (5) by another compact interval, strictly con-
taining K, then the terms (1 + max |Re ¿¿J) can be omitted. This phenomenon 
plays an important role in the local investigation of spectral expansions. 
R e m a r k s , (i) The first results of this type were proved by V. A. IL'IN [1] 
and were used to prove a general local basis theorem. For the proof he used the 
following condition: putting 
(6) v 
where 
the existence of a constant C was proved for any fixed band 
(7) |Im n\ ^ CL (Cx is constant). 
Also, the coefficients of the differential operator were assumed to be sufficiently 
smooth. As we shall see, the above conditions can be omitted. 
(ii) In the proof of Theorem 2 of this paper we shall use a formula obtained in 
[5] for the coefficients of which very simple explicit formulas were found by by Jo6 
[4]. This will play an important role in the proof. 
In the sequel we shall use the following notations: 
[ ( - 1 y ^ x y if n is even, 
[¡A]1/" if n is odd and I m A s O , 
[-iA]1'" if « odd and Im A > 0 
[re''"]1/" = » - V - - y < <p ^ 
(8) n' = [ ^ j i ] , i V ' = n ' ( m + l) , N= n(m + l) , fi = v„, e = |Re/i | . 
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Obviously 
(9) 6 = min {|Renp\: p = 1 , . . . , n} 
and 
(10) q — Re p if n is even. 
R e m a r k . Suppose n is odd and consider the operator 
Lu = uM+q1u(n-1) + ...+g„u 
on the interval G:——G where qs(y):=(—iy qs(—y). Then, for any eigenfunction 
u of order m of the operator L with some eigenvalue A, the function u(y):—u(—y) 
is an eigenfunction of order m of the operator L with the eigenvalue —A. This corre-
spondence makes us possible to consider always the case Re / iSO i.e. f ?=Re^ . 
In the sequel u=um will denote an arbitrary eigenfunction of order m of the 
operator L with some eigenvalue A. Let us introduce recursively the continuous func-
tions 
uf. G ->- C, Uj = Luj+1—AwJ+1 a.e. on G 
for Osj^m — 1. Then Uj is an eigenfunction of order j of the operator L with the 
eigenvalue A and um_t=u*. 
1. Local "anti a priori" estimates. In this section we shall prove the following 
result: 
T h e o r e m 1. Assume qx =0 and q2, ..., ^„6Lfoc(G) for some /»€[1, 
Then to any ra€{0, 1, ...} and to arbitrary compact intervals Kt, K2cG, KxaixftK2, 
there exists a constant C such that for any eigenfunction u of order m of the operator 
L with some eigenvalue A = p", 
(11) I ^ I U p ^ ^ c a + l ^ l ) " - 1 ! « ! ! ^ . 
The proof will be based on the following assertion: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Given and t£R arbitrarily, there exist numbers 
d(p, t), dk(fi, t) and continuous functions Dr(p, t, •) such that for any eigenfunctions 
u of order m of the operator L with the eigenvalue X = f f , 
(12) fd(p,t)um.1(x) = 
N' m n 
- 2 dk(n,t)um(x + kt)+ 2 2 j Z)R(/I, t,x-r) qs(r)u^Hz) dx 
whenever x+(N'—JV+1)/£G and x+N't^G. Furthermore, introducing the no-
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tat ion 
(13) 
POI, o = 0/0n ( 1 + •+ m) exp ( 2 ('• On •+1) + • • • + (('" - J) (rn +1) +1))AV+1 -1 ')> • 
i = n' — n + 1 
Z/iere ex/jf positive constants Cx, C2 and to any fixed positive number A a positive 
constant C such that 
(14) \dtQt, 0 | ^ C\n\n~l\P(n, 0 \ e~ W e ' for all k, 
(15) \Dt(n,i,x-i)\ 
for all x+(N'-N+\)t r =S x + N't, 
(16) sup \d(n, /0)| > C^Pin, f0)| 
I / 2 S t 0 S t 
whenever 
(17) Re /( 5 0, O^t^A and \pt\ i? C2. 
First we deduce Theorem 1 from Proposition 1. For m=0 the theorem is ob-
vious because u*=0. Assume m ^ l and that the theorem is true for m — 1. Let us 
fix a compact interval K<zG such that 
/¡TjCintA: and ATciint K2 
and put 
e = (N')-1 dist (Kx, dK). 
It suffices to consider the case Re ¡1^0 in view of (10) and the Remark after (10). 
For ]ju| sufficiently large we can fix a number /€[e/2, e] by Proposition 1 such that 
\dk(ji, 01 35 C\ti\"-i\d(p, 01, |D r(n, t, x - t ) | 0| . 
Fixing t by this manner, we have by (12) for any x£Kx 
K . i W I ^ C H - 1 2 \um(x+kt)\+c z 2 l ^ r ^ - N k s i k w ^ i ^ - V » ! ! , ^ ) 
k = N'—N+1 r = 0 s = 2 
whence 
(18) 1 1 » ™ - ! « ^ , ) ^ C i n r ^ u j ^ + c 2 2 l ^ r 1 - ' 0 ! « ^ ! ™ -
r = 0 s = 2 
(Here and in the sequel C denotes diverse constants which do not depend on the choice 
of u.) Being ¡¿i| large, by Theorem 2 of [5] we have 
l l ^ / W ' ) ^ cM"-> m _ r | | L , w ^ c|^|"-2||«m_r||tPW. 
On the other hand, using the inductive hypothesis, for r s 2 
¡"m-r l l fW = C|/ i | ( r- 1 ) ( n- 1 | |U m_ 1 | |w , / ( K i ) . 
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Finally, using again Theorem 2 of [5] we obtain 
¡Urn-llu"«!) = C M l i / J U ^ ) . 
Therefore we obtain from (18) the estimate >• 
I K - i l k n * , ) ^ C,|/i|"-1||wm||£.P'(JCs) 
i.e. (11) is proved for ]/i| sufficiently large. But for |/i| bounded (11) follows immedi-
ately from (5) and the theorem is proved. 
Let us now turn to the proof of Proposition 1. Putting 
Kofa, J ) = i K M y) = iK0(J1, y-Qd{ (r = 1, 2, . . .) 
P=1 nA. J 
and for any fixed x£G 
(19) 
m y . n 
vm(y) = " « 0 0 + 2 J Kr(P, y-T) 2 W dr, vm.1(y) = v^(y)-Xvm(y), 
r=o/ s = 0 
it follows from the results of the paper [5] that vm is an eigenfunction of order m of 
the operator L0v=vw (defined on G) with the eigenvalue X, and vm-1(x) = um_1(x). 
Consequently the function vm(y) is a linear combination of the functions 
y ~ (r = 0, ..., m, p = 1, ..., n); 
therefore the determinant 
... vm(x+kt) ... t"um_1(x) 
... — f r - ... Cr(n„ty 
(r = 0, . . . , m , p=l,...,n, k=N'-N+l,...,N', Cr = ( l -<5 r 0) ( " ) ) 
vanishes whenever x+(N'—N+l)t(iG and x+N't£G. Developing the determinant 
according to its first row, in view of (19) we obtain (with obvious notations) the for-
mula (12). 
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Let us set for brevity 
zf = ¿ ( i ( m + l) + - + ( ( / - l ) ( m + l ) + l))fl. ' + i - i ' , i=l 
(21) z% = 1 (i(m + l) + . . . + ( ( i - l ) ( m + l ) + l ) ) | i . . + 1 _ l i , 
i=n'-n + l 
z* = zl + zt 
We shall also use the notation 
r 
s w2 <=> Re Wj ^ Re w2. 
First we prove (14). One can see easily that each term of the development of the 
minor defining dk(ji, t) can be estimated by an expression of type 
C | / i | i . - i+n(i+; . .+ m) ^ 
In view of (13) and (21) it suffices to show that we can always choose z such that 
(22) Re (z—z*) S— |fc|(?f. 
Introducing the notation k=(m + l)l1—l2, lid{n'—n + 1, ..., «'}, /2£(0, ..., m), 
we can choose 
z = zt+ 2 (¿("» + l) + - + ( ( i - l ) ( m + l ) + l ) ) f t , . + 1 - l / + 
¡=/,+i 
+(/ 1 (m + l ) + . . .+(fc + l ) + ( f c - l ) + . . . + ( Z 1 - l ) ( m + l))Ai. .+ 1_, l ,+ 
+ h 2 ( 0 0 « + 1 ) - 1 ) • + • •• + 0 ~ 1)0» + l ) W + i - , ' =i 
is fcsl, and 
z = z ! + h 2 O(m + 1) + - + ( 0 " - I ) ( m + 1) + 1))AI.. + 1- , 1 / + 
i=n'-n+1 
+((/1(m + l ) + l ) + . . .+(fc + l ) + ( f e - l ) + . . . + ( ( / 1 - l ) ( m + l ) + l ) ) / i „ , + 1 _ ( l / + 
+ 2 ( O i " 1 + !) + ! )+••• +(( i — l)(w + l )+2)) / i n - + 1 _ i i—// n . + 1 / 
•=(,+1 
if k ^ O . Using (2) hence we obtain 
z - f = ( (Z i - l ) (m + l ) - f c ) f t l . + 1 _ I l - ( i B + l ) 2 fti'-i-it i ¡=i 
k ((h-Wm + U - t y f o + ^ - i i J t - k i t j t k-klin.t=-\k\iin.t 
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if fc^l, and 
o r 
z - z * = (Z1(m + l ) + l - / c ) / i n . + 1 _ , 1 ?+(m + l ) ( 2 AV+i-IO-AV+Xt i= i , - i 
i (l1(m+i) + l-k)(jxn.+l-h-iin.+l)t-kiin.+1t k-kii„.+lt = \k\nn.+lt 
if A:SO. In view of (9) hence (22) follows in both cases and (14) is proved. 
Now we prove (15). Let us fix r6{0, . . . ,m} arbitrarily and let /6 {N'—N+2, ..., 
...,N'} be such that 
(23) x + (l-l)t == T iS x + lt. 
Then Dr(n, t, x—x) is defined by the determinant which differs f rom the determinant 
(20) in the first row: 
incase TSX the element vm(x+kt) is replaced by Kr(fi, x—z+kt) if Isk^N', 
all the other elements are replaced by 0; 
in case x^x the element vm(x+kt) is replaced by, —Kr(n, x—x+kt) if 
N'—N+l=k^l—l, all the other elements are replaced by 0. 
One can see easily by induction on r that with some constants crpx 
Kr(jt,x-x + kt) = 2tirrn-n 2 crpi{nP(x-x+kt)Ye^-^). pal gmO 
In view of (17) it suffices to show that for any fixed qf {1, ..., n) and pa {0, ..., /•}, 
if we replace in the first row of the determinant (20) 
incase T==TX the element vm(x+kt) by if l^ksN', all the other 
element by 0; 
incase TSSX the element vm(x+kt) by - £ ' W x - t + * ' ) if N'-N+l^k^l-l, 
all the other elements by 0, 
then this new determinant can be estimated by 
C\n\—1\P(n, Ole-el*-'!. 
One can see esaily that those terms of this determinant the factors of which choosen 
from the first row and from the row corresponding to p=q and r=P are in case 
z ^ x in one of the /-th, .... AT'-th columns, in case z ^ x in one of the 
(N'~JV+l)-th, . . . , ( /—l)-th columns, pairwise eliminate each other. All the other 
terms can be estimated by 
it suffices to show that here one can always choose z such that 
(24) Re ( z - z * ) ^-q\x-z\. 
Let us consider first the case i S x Putting 
Z = (m + l)/i —/2, / i€{l , •••, w'}, ! ,€{0 , . . . ,m}, 
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we can take 
z = zt+ 2 (i(.m + l) + ...+((i-l)(m + l) + l))f*n,+1-it+nq{x-x) + Q-l)»qt + 
¡=/,+1 
+ h 2 (0"(m-+1) ' -1 ) '+• • •+( / - l ) (m + l ) ) / v + , - ; ' ¡=i 
if q ^ n ' + l - l i , and 
z=zt+ 2 (¿(wi + l ) + ... +((/ —l)(m + l ) + l))/y„, + ( J C — T + Z/)+ 
¡=/,+i 
+(Z1(m + l ) + . . . + ( Z + l ) + ( Z - l ) + . . . + ( Z 1 - l ) ( m + l ) ) ^ + 1 _ , l i + 
¡=i 
if q>ri + \ —lx. Now nsing (2) and (23), in both cases 
Z - Z * k Hn,+1-h(x-T+(ll-V(m + l)t)-i>n + l) 2 Vn'-H-it k 
i=l 
k (fi„-+1-h-H„){x-T+(li-i)(m + l)t)+fin.(x-'z) i n„-(x-z) =-fin,\x-x\ 
whence (24) follows. 
Let us now consider the case -cSx. Putting / — 1 = (m +1) Zx—/2, {«'—n + 1 , . . . , 0}, 
/2€{0, ..., m), we can take 
' i - i 
z = z*+ 2 (i(m + i) + ...+(,(i-i)(.m + l) + i))n.+1_1t+nq(x-r) + lnqt + 
i = n'-n+l 
+ ((Z1(m + l ) + l ) + ...+(Z + l ) + ( Z - l ) + . . . + ( ( Z 1 - l ) ( m + l ) + l ) ) ^ , + 1 _ , i i + 
+ 2 ((¿(m + l ) + l ) - | - . . . + ( ( i - l ) ( m + l ) + 2 ) ) / i n , + 1 _ i i - ^ . + 1 r 
if q ^ n ' + l - l x , and 
' i - 1 
z = zi+ 2 (i(m + l ) + . . . + ( ( i - l ) ( r a + l ) + l ) ) A i . + 1 _ i i + | i i ( * - T + ( Z - l ) / ) + 
i=n'-n+l 
+((Z1(m + l ) + l ) + . . . + Z + ( Z - 2 ) + . . . + ( (Z 1 - l ) (m + l ) + l ) ) A i , , + 1 . l i / + 
+ 2 ( ( ' ( m + 0 + ! ) + ••• + ( 0 — l ) ( m + l )+2 ) ) / / n . + 1 _ ( i— /¿ n , + 1 / i=/,+l 
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if q<n'+] —/j. Using again (2) and (23), in both cases 
z - z * i /v + 1 _ , l (* -T-+( / 1 (m + l ) + l ) 0 - ( » n + l ) ( 2 Pn^i-it)-H„> + 1tk 
^ O i n ' + i - ^ - ^ ' + i ) ^ — r + . ( / i ( m + l) + l ) i ) + / / ( * - T ) s /V + i ( * - t ) = n„-+1\x-r\ 
whence (24) follows and (15) is proved. 
Finally we prove (16). One can see by induction on m that 
| d 0 i , 0 l = | ^ r ( m + 1 ) / 2 K I ( m + 1 ) ( m + 2 ) / a 
if n = 1, and 
|d(n, r)| = l^rpC'+i)»^ j j 
if wS2. In case n = \ (16) hence follows at once because \d{ji, t)\ = \P(n, /)]. 
Incase « S 2, taking into account that i5 we obtain 
|d(ji, 01 - \P(M, 01 II 
Taking into account that 
Re z sa—1/2 => |1 —ez| & 1 - e " 1 / 2 , 
we have for any /0d[//2, /] 
I d ^ g i ^ l P ^ ^ K l - e - ^ " - ! ) / 2 77 l l - e ^ - V o l ^ + D 2 . 
If we choose C2 sufficiently large, the condition (17) implies for all the pairs (p, q) 
in this product 
\lm{nq-np)t\>2n 
and then, in view of the inequality 
Re z > —1 =• |1 —e2| S e_1|siri (Im z)| 
(16) reduces to the following lemma: 
L e m m a . Given a1; ..., ak(£R, A'0£N such that \ak\>2-n for all k=\, ..,, k0, 
we have 
ko 
sup min |sin (bak)\ £ sin (n/(12k0)). 
1/2S6S1 * = 1 
Indeed, for any { 1 , A r 0 } the measure of the set 
{baU/2, 1]: [sin ( H ) l < sin (TT/(12 k0))} 
is less than or equal to (3/c0)_1 whence the lemma follows. 
The proof of Proposition 1 (and also of Theorem 1) is finished. 
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R e m a r k . In case n S 2 Theorem 1 remains valid under the weaker condition 
qidL%x(G), too. Indeed, we proved in [7] that in case n s 2 there exists a positive 
constant R such that for all the eingenfunctions u of order m of the operator L with 
some eigenvalue A, 
(25) M L - i K j S C e - m t ^ W u U - ^ . 
Using (3), (5) and (25), 
O a ' W , , S C(1 + | / / |)n_1(l + |Re ^1)1 u\\LnKi) s C (1 + |)n-1 (1 +1 Re ^ |)|| »[| ^ 
s C(1 + |/i |)"_1(l + |Re //1|)e-RlRc">l ¡M||i,-(k,) ^ 
C(1 + I ^ D - ^ l + |Re || M | t i ( K i ) ^ 
== c a + l / i l ) " - 1 ! ! « ! ^ ) s c a + H ) " - 1 ! « ! ! ^ ^ , . 
C o n j e c t u r e . The condition qx=0 in Theorem 1 can be replaced by the weaker 
condition <71€£,poc(Gr) in case 7zS3, too. 
2. Local uniform estimates. We shall prove the following result: 
T h e o r e m 2. Assume qi=0. Then to any m£{0, 1, ...} and to any compact 
intervals Klt K2cG, ^ c i n t K2, there exists a constant C such that for any eigen-
function u of order m of the operator L with some eigenvalue A, 
(26) ML-(K,) ^ CIMUhk,)-
For |A| sufficiently large we have also 
(27) | | « " W o S C | | a « W , > 0 = 1, •••, « — 1). 
We need the following assertion: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. There exist continuous functions fk, Fr such that for any eigen-
function um of order m of the operator L with some eigenvalue A=/i", 
2 fk(n, t)u<P(x + kt) = 
(28) 
= 2 f D^FR(N, t, X - t ) 2 Is ( T ) Um-rS) ( T ) DX (i = 0 , . . . , n - 1 ) 
r = 0 x+(N'-N)t 5=1 
whenever x+(N'-N)t£G and x+N't£G. Furthermore, introducing the notation 
(29) Q(fi, i) = exp((m + l )0 / 1 + . . . + / V ) r ) , 
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to any fixed positive number A there exists a constant C such that 
(30) 1/oOi, t)-Q(p, 01 S C\Q(//, 
(31) | /» + i0 i , t ) - e - ^ ^ ' Q ( j i , 01 S 0|eR'&v-'v-1>< 
(32) \fk(n, 01 == C\Q(ii, t)\e-\«\°>, 
(33) \D'3Fr(/i, t, *-T)| S C | / i | i + ( '+ 1 ) ( 1 - n>je(^, 
whenever 
(34) Ren^O, O^t^A and M S 1. 
First we deduce Theorem 2 from Proposition 2. As in Theorem 1, it suffices to 
consider the case R e / i ^ 0 . Let us fix a compact interval KczG such that 
Js^cintis: and i s T c i n t ^ 
and put 
R = (m + l + j V ' ) - 1 dist (KlfdK) 
Let us fix 0 such that 
(35) R e / i S A and t^R/2^ | f 0 ( n , 0 | S 2^\Q(p, t)\ 
and then B2, B 3 > 0 such that 
(36) \ti\ ^ B 2 = > H | L ~ ( K s ) s i ^ r - ' V W , ) 
and 
(37) \n\ ^B^RefiSB, and t S R/2 => \fm+1(p, 0 | ^ 0| . 
This is possible by (30), (31) and by Theorems 3, 4 in [6] (if we are interested only in 
the estimate (26), it suffices to use Theorem 2 in [5] instead of the results of the paper 
[6]). Now we distinguish three cases. 
If ]/*]== B2 then (26) follows from (3). 
If |n \>B 2 and Re f i ^ B , then we apply the formula (28) with any x£Kx and 
R / 2 ^ t ^ R ; in view of (22), (33) and (35) we obtain 
l « i ° ( * ) l = c ^ №(x+kt)\+c 2 2 l ^ l i + ( r + 1 ) ( 1 - B ) l k s l k w [ l « i r - 7 ) l k ~ m -
N'-NSkSN' r = 0 s = 2 Jt̂ O 
Using Theorem 2 in [5], Theorem 1 from the preceeding section and (36), 
therefore 
I 2 I "m° (x + kt)\+C || M« II L.(K ). 
k*0 
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R 
Applying the transformation J dt we obtain 
R/2 
|««>(*)| S C | | M « | L X W 
whence 
I^IU-CK.) ^ C I I ^ I U , ^ ) 
and (26), (27) are proved. 
If | / i |>B2 and Re/¿<2?!, then we apply the formula (28) with any x£Kx 




+ C 2 2 ' l ^ l i + ( r + 1 ) a - n ) k s l l i . w l ! < - 7 ) I U „ ( K ) ; 
r = 0 s = 2 
hence we can conclude (26), (27) similarly as in the preceeding case. The theorem is 
proved. 
Now we prove Proposition 2. Let us denote by Sk(/i, t) the elementary symmetric 
polynomial of order k of e"'1, ..., e""' with the main coefficient ( — 1 )"~k if 
/r€{0, ..., n}; otherwise we put Sk(fi,t)=0. Define 
fk + N'-N 0 = Sn-k(j*, 0 
if m=0, and 
fk+N'-niv, t)= 2 ••• 2 Sn-ri(n, 0 ••• S„-rm(jt, t)S„_k+ri+_rm(n, i) 
if m^ 1. It was shown by Joô [4] that for any eigenfunction vm of order m of the 
operator Lav=v(n) with some eigenvalue I = p!\ 
2 A(li,t)vm(x + kt) = 0-, k=N'—N 
hence for /€{0, ..., n— 1} 
(38) 2 fk(M,t)vO>(x + kt) = 0. 
k — N'—N 
Using the notations of the preceeding section, let us define v,„ by the formula (19). 
Then we have (see also [5]) 
m y n 
(39) v<P(y) = u<,000 + 2 / J%KQt, J - t ) 2 <!,(*) "ÎZ-? (?)dz. 
(38) and (39) imply (28) (with obvious notations). 
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The estimates (30), (31), (32) follow easily from the explicit expressions of the 
functions fk. To prove (33) we note that the formula (38) can be obtained if we develop 
the determinant 
• vm(x+kt) . 
(40) 
r! 
(r = 0, . . . , to, p = l,...,n, k = N' — N, ..., N') 
according to the first row and then we simplify the obtained formula by a suitable 
expression R(fi, t). Repeating the proof of the estimate (15) in Proposition 1, we 
obtain (33) under the condition R(/i, t ) ^ 0 . But this condition can be omitted be-
cause for any fixed ¡x^0, both sides of (33) are continuous in t and the set 
{te R : R(fx,t) = 0} 
is discrete. 
The proposition (and also the theorem) is proved. 
R e m a r k . In case the condition ^ = 0 in Theorem 2 can be omitted. 
Indeed, using (25) and (3), 
WIl-oc,) ^ Ce-*l*e*.l H|l~(k2) S C e - « l ^ " . l ( l + |ReAi|)||MlLHK1) ^ C l M k ' w 
C o n j e c t u r e . The condition <7i = 0 in Theorem 2 can be omitted in case n^3, 
too. 
Finally we note another version of Theorem 2 which is a little weaker than the 
above conjecture: 
T h e o r e m 3. Assume qi, •••,q„£l£x(G) for some />€[1, Then to any 
compact intervals K1, K2aG, A^cint K2, there exists a constant C such that for any 
eigenfunction u of order 0 of the operator L with some eigenvalue A, 
(41) IMIL-(K,) = C H I £»'(«,)• 
For |A| sufficiently large we have also 
(42) ¡a^lU-df,) S C||M(i)||Lp'(K!) (i = 1, . . . , /i — 1). 
P r o o f . We repeat the proof of Theorem 2 with the following changes: 
In case |ju|>2?2 a n d R e ^ ^ B j we have now 
K ° « l ^ c 2 | W F ( X + /COI + C I H I + 1 II LP(K) II up -S> I . 
n'—nSkSn' s=1 
k^O 
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Using Theorem 2 in [5] and (36), 
^ СИ'I«oil lp'(K) ^ c K ' W , ; 
therefore 




l k 0 I L ~ ( K l ) ^ c | | w « | L n K ) = § c i i ^ ' ^ i U P ^ ) . 
The case |/x|>B2 and R i s similar. 
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